WHEN 200 LEADING
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
WORLDWIDE BANK ON
ARX DATA SECURITY
SOLUTIONS, WHAT’S
HOLDING YOU BACK?

ENTERPRISE SECURITY IS SACROSANCT!
SAFEGUARD YOURSELF WITH ARX
In today’s dynamic digital environment, cybersecurity
challenges pose a grave risk. Ransomware attacks and
identity thefts are making headlines every day,
pressing on organisations to safeguard their important
data. Data breaches are potentially damaging for
companies, resulting in ﬁnancial loss and disrepute.
Privacy management and data security are vital
components of every organisation’s infrastructure.
ARX, an integrated suite of security services, which
provides end-to-end security with regard to user
identiﬁcation, authentication, single sign-on and
entitlements, has been launched to ensure protection
of your proprietary information and customer data,
from those who can abuse it. Built on the robust
principles of Design Thinking at the R&D Innovation
Lab of Intellect, it is trusted by over 200 ﬁnancial
institutions worldwide and for the ﬁrst time, it is being
offered as a standalone product for corporates.

ARX will give businesses the security they need to
secure digital identities of users and restrain
unauthorised access. It's an enterprise-grade service,
built for on-premise, but compatible with any cloud
deployment. With ARX, IT can manage any employees’
/ customers’ access to any application from any
device.
This next-generation security solution, which is all set
to redeﬁne security with modern identity, improves
accuracy and real-time digital identity management.

 

   
   
  
  
   


THE ‘KEY’ TO SECURITY BREACH:
Single Login:

Remembering multiple passwords can be quite taxing. This may result in creating easy and vulnerable
passwords for better recall. Single Sign-On (SSO) enables users to securely authenticate with multiple
applications and websites by logging in only once—with just one set of credentials.
The beneﬁts of this are many:
Increase
productivity through
seamless
connection to
multiple IT resource
using a single
credential

Efﬁcient,
cost-effective
and nimble
identity
infrastructure
for IT

Mitigate risk of
having weak, lost and
shared passwords,
by restricting access
to services via
various intelligent
integrations like
OAuth, SAML, and
RSA

Enforce Strong Authentication:

Traditional usernames and passwords can be stolen, and they’ve become increasingly vulnerable to
brute force attacks. Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA), a security system that veriﬁes a user’s identity
by requesting for multiple credentials, creates multiple layers of security, resulting in efﬁcient and
diligent authentication. This ensures that the user requesting access is actually who they claim to be.
With MFA, a cybercriminal may steal one credential, but will be thwarted when they have to verify their
identity through a different channel. MFA is an effective way to provide enhanced security for all your
IT resources including mobile phones. Here are the beneﬁts of this feature:

Enable ‘MFA
Everywhere’ within
on-premise with strong
integration support

Easy conﬁguration of
authentication through
simple question-answer,
ﬁnger authentication and
random pin generation

User Management:

ARX helps in on-boarding new users quickly and makes them productive by giving them the required
privileges. Besides offering features like authentication, access controls, privileges, single sign-on &
security policies, it also limits the amount of damage that an employee acting inappropriately or
maliciously can do with existing privileges. This feature has its own advantages.
De-board at ease
without any worries.
Perform bulk
on-boarding with exact
required privileges.

With maker-checker
workflow, be
absolutely sure who
is going to do what

Visibility, Detection and Response:

A major challenge of a good incident response program is balancing the need for visibility, detection and response
with the cost and complexity of building and maintaining a usable and effective security stack.
With life cycle-managed users, Access Controls and Authorisation Access can be easily managed and mapped.
Along with a maker-checker workflow, there will be visibility on how they are done and by whom. With a clear
visibility and detection mechanism in place, responding to any threat would be easy, which otherwise could leave
your organisation exposed to data breach.
Here are the beneﬁts that you could leverage from this feature:

One-stop shop for single login for users and
one uniﬁed identity infrastructure for IT.

Integrate with existing
security tools

Identify unusual and suspicious behaviours
with maker-checker workflow

Enrich and extend the cybersecurity
ecosystem with ARX API services;
generate extensive reports for a deep
dive into what is happening

Integrate the organisation’s
existing application with ARX
using REST APIs for:

a. Primary Authentication
b. Multi-Factor Authentication
c. User Management
d. Password Management
e. Validation and Entitlement

Role-based access control – granular
application-level access controls
using entitlement policies that can be
assigned to roles

Get access to resources based on their role. Access
rights are grouped by role name, and access to
resources is restricted to users who have been
authorised to undertake the associated role

UNDER THE HOOD OF ARX
The world of ARX is ﬁlled with possibilities that ensure your proprietary data is safe and secure.
Here’s a look into the several features of this product.

Password Management

• Password Security
• Password Issuance/Reset
• Password Policy

Authentication

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Static Password
Dynamic Password
Two-Factor Authentication
OTP Authentication
Security Question
Biometric
Grid
PIN (Personal
Identiﬁcation Number)
• Site Key
• Risk-based

Third Party Authentication
•
•
•
•

MS Active Directory
IBM Tivoli
Social Media
Token System

Administration
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Authorisation / Entitlement
• Role-based Access Control

Single Sign-On Integration
Audit / Notiﬁcation
•
•
•
•

Information Reporting Module
User Events Tracking
Administrator Events Tracking
SMS/Email Notiﬁcations

• MS Active Directory
• SAML 2.0
• SiteMinder/ Webseal

Administration Application
Maker – Checker Workflow
User Status Management
User Fields Conﬁguration
User Type Management
Bulk User Upload
Import/Export of Access Control
Concurrent Users Capping
Federation - based on Entity

TECH TOP-UP:
At the heart of it, ARX is a combination of an identity
system, as well as authorisation management. It does
not matter through which channel the user actually
connects, ARX will ﬁlter them as part of its identity
management including authentication APIs. It also
provides smooth single sign-on functionality across
multiple applications across the various channels of
access.
Some other key aspects of the functional landscape:
• Behind the scene, it takes care of tracking, auditing
and providing metrics with respect to the usage of
the particular user of the various applications and it
provides ready simple integration sequence for the
end business applications.
• Provides the ability for the applications to bolt on to
ARX and ensure that the ones which are being used
are genuine in the single sign-on sequence.
• With respect to authorisation, it also provides good
modelling of role-based access controls that would
be typically needed by any application; all this can
be managed through the central administration.

• Third-party integration systems:
i) As part of the authentication, ARX provides its
in-house authentication capabilities on various
fronts. Instances where within the ecosystems,
the target entity may have existing set-ups like
Active
Directory-based
or
Two-Factor
Authentication which is linked to hardware
tokens like RSA or Vasco or Safeword, etc.
ii) The organisation might want to integrate those
into the overall authentication sequence. In that
case, ARX provides ready bolt-on adapters
through which the integration to these various
third party systems could also be brought into
the overall identity management sequence.

UNEARTHING THE BLIND SPOTS
As the product is built on the robust principles of Design Thinking, we always look for patterns and
anti-patterns, as we look ahead. We have addressed the problems that you might face at certain stages and
simpliﬁed it for you, beforehand. So, here are some such features that are in-built:

CAPTCHA-enabled:
Strengthen the security
while login call; protects
DoS (Disk operating
System) attacks

Richer GUI for
login module:
Customisable and flexible;
support customer to publish
ads, announcements and
promos on login screen

Virtual keyboard:
Reduce the risk of
keystroke logging for
password inputs

Multilingual support on
login screen:
Since it is unicoded,
customise your login
screens by selecting your
preferred language.

User login restriction:
Based on client machine
IP address, MAC address,
and Day & Time, ARX can
restrict and also grant
authorised logins

Transcation authentication
blocking:
Lock the user account in case
of invalid login attempts and
lock transactions on exceeding
the number of invalid
authentication attempts

Time Lag Authentication:
Restrict authentication for a
conﬁgurable time in case of user
entering invalid password during
authentication

YOUR SECURITY IS OUR PRIORITY:
ARX is after all, an integrated security suite and with this product, we have gone the extra mile to ensure the
success of your business through protection of your data. Here are some of the highlights:
Product Engineering
group constantly ensures
that the product is not
vulnerable to key
vulnerabilities listed by
OWASP T50

The solution has undergone a
comprehensive ethical hack
testing including tests for the
following common attacks:
a) SQL Injections
b) Cross-Site Scripting, CSRF
c) Session Hijacking
d) Invalidated content input,
Escalation of privilege

Vulnerability and
penetration testing,
certiﬁed by third
parties (E&Y)

Security code
scanning using
Fortify 360

Strict Authentication,
Authorisation and
Entitlement checks
performed for each
request

Compatible
with TLS 1.2
& SSL3

THE X FACTOR:
ARX is a reliable and robust product from the R&D Innovation Lab of Intellect. With Design Thinking as the
foundation for every product, we always strive to go beyond the ordinary and create products that are futuristic
and will stand the test of time and endurance. ARX is no different and here’s why it is so unique:

Deployed in over 200+
ﬁnancial institutions
across the globe

Low Capex;
SaaS model

Integrated suite of
security services
providing end-to-end
security

Industry agnostic
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